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Abstract

As a means to support the access of massive machine-type communication devices, grant-free access

and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) have received great deal of attention in recent years. In

the grant-free transmission, each device transmits information without the granting process so that the

basestation needs to identify the active devices among all potential devices. This process, called an

active user detection (AUD), is a challenging problem in the NOMA-based systems since it is difficult

to identify active devices from the superimposed received signal. An aim of this paper is to put forth a

new type of AUD based on deep neural network (DNN). By applying the training data in the properly

designed DNN, the proposed AUD scheme learns the nonlinear mapping between the received NOMA

signal and indices of active devices. As a result, the trained DNN can handle the whole AUD process,

achieving an accurate detection of the active users. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed AUD

scheme outperforms the conventional approaches in both AUD success probability and computational

complexity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, massive machine-type communication (mMTC) has received much attention

due to the variety of applications such as smart factory and building, public safety and monitoring,

smart metering, to name just a few. As the term speaks for itself, mMTC concerns the access of

massive machine-type communication (MTC) devices (e.g., sensors, robots, drones, machines)

to the basestation [2]. Main goal of mMTC is to support the massive connectivity in the uplink-

dominated communication. However, this task is too demanding in the conventional wireless

systems (i.e., 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems) for the heavy signaling overhead caused

by the complicated handshaking in the scheduling process and the lack of time/frequency

resources caused by the orthogonal resource allocation to a large number of MTC devices [3],

[4].

As a solution to support the massive connectivity, grant-free access and non-orthogonal multi-

ple access have been proposed in recent years [5], [6]. Grant-free access allows the transmission

of MTC device to the basestation without the granting process. Since each device transmits

information without scheduling, identification of active devices (i.e., devices transmitting infor-

mation) among all potential devices in a cell is required. This process, often referred to as the

active user detection (AUD), is an important problem in the grant-free mMTC since without this

process the basestation cannot figure out the active devices transmitting information. In order

to support the massive connectivity with limited amount of resources, an approach to use non-

orthogonal sequences, called non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), has been proposed [6].

In this scheme, by the superposition of multiple devices’ signals, orthogonality of transmit

signals is intentionally violated. To control the interuser interference caused by the orthogonality

violation, NOMA employs device specific non-orthogonal sequences and deliberately designed

nonlinear detector (e.g., successive interference cancellation (SIC) and message passing algorithm

(MPA) [7]).
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By exploiting the fact that only a few active devices in a cell transmit the information

concurrently (see Fig. 1), the AUD problem can be readily formulated as a sparse recovery

problem [8], [9]. Since the transmit vector is sparse, compressed sensing (CS) technique has been

popularly employed [10], [11]. In [8], the AUD problem is modeled as a single measurement

vector (SMV) problem and MPA is used to solve the problem. In this CS-based AUD scheme,

basestation detects devices based on the correlation between the received signal and device

specific sequence. However, performance of the CS-based AUD is not that appealing when the

columns of a system matrix (a.k.a. sensing matrix) are highly correlated and sparsity (the number

of nonzero elements) of the underlying input vector increases. In fact, in the practical NOMA-

based transmission, correlation among the NOMA sequences and also device activity (sparsity)

are relatively high so that the CS-based AUD might not be effective. Indeed, it has been shown

that the performance of the sparse recovery algorithm is degraded significantly when the mutual

correlation and sparsity increase [11]. Therefore, it is of importance to come up with a new type

of AUD scheme suitable for the overloaded yet less sparse access scenarios.

An aim of this paper is to pursue an entirely different approach to detect active users in

the grant-free NOMA scenario. For an efficient and accurate AUD, we exploit the deep neural

network (DNN), a learning-based tool to approximate the complicated and nonlinear function.

Over the years, DNN has been successfully applied in numerous applications such as image clas-

sification [12], machine translation [13], automatic speech recognition [14], and Go game [15].

Recently, DNN has been also applied to various wireless systems such as multiple-input and

multiple-output (MIMO) detection, wireless scheduling, and direction-of-arrival (DoA) estima-

tion [16]. In these works, DNN is used to learn a desired nonlinear function (e.g., classification

and decision) through the training process. In [16], for instance, the DNN network learns the

mapping between the interference pattern and the optimized scheduling. In our framework, DNN

learns the complicated mapping between the received NOMA signal and the indices of active

users in the transmit signal. To be specific, the proposed AUD scheme, henceforth referred to as
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deep AUD (D-AUD), learns the sparse structure of device activity from a set of training data.

It is now well-known from the universal approximation theorem that DNN processed by the

deeply stacked hidden layers can well approximate the desired function [17]. In our context, this

means that the trained DNN with multiple hidden layers can handle the whole AUD process,

resulting in an accurate detection of the active users.

From the numerical evaluations on the grant-free NOMA systems, we demonstrate that the

proposed D-AUD scheme outperforms the conventional CS-based approaches by a large margin

in terms of the AUD success probability and computational complexity. In particular, in realistic

mMTC environments specified in 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) New Radio (NR)

Rel. 16 [18], we observe that the D-AUD scheme achieves more than 4 dB gain in terms of the

AUD success probability (see Fig. 9) and 80% reduction in computational complexity over the

conventional approaches (see Table 1). Note that the complexity reduction is achieved by the

fact that operations in the test phase are just simple addition and multiplication.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a novel AUD scheme based on the deep neural network and explain the detailed

operation of D-AUD network components. To be specific, we train the D-AUD scheme to

learn the mapping between the received NOMA signal and user activity pattern. By feeding

the massive training data into the properly designed DNN, we can design an accurate and

robust AUD system.

• We tackle various issues for the D-AUD implementation. Particularly, in order to reduce

the overhead in the training data collection, we propose an offline training strategy using

the synthetically generated data. We also propose a sparsity estimation technique using the

trained internal parameters.

• We provide a complexity analysis and empirical simulation results from which we demon-

strate the computational gain of the D-AUD over the conventional approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model and
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Fig. 1. System model of the mMTC uplink scenario where only a few MTC devices are active.

conventional AUD scheme. In Section III, we discuss the proposed D-AUD scheme and provide

a detailed description of the neural network. Various implementation issues are discussed in

Section IV. In Section V, we present simulation results to verify the performance gain of the

proposed technique and conclude the paper in Section VI.

We briefly summarize notations used in this paper. We employ uppercase boldface letters for

matrices and lowercase boldface letters for vectors. The operations (·)T and (·)H denote the

transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively. The operators � and � denote the Hadamard

product and the Hadamard division, respectively. C and R denote the field of complex numbers

and real numbers, respectively. Also, N denotes the field of natural numbers. ‖·‖p indicates the

p-norm. 〈a,b〉 is an inner product between a and b. <(c) and =(c) are the real and imaginary

part of c, respectively. xi denotes the i-th column of the matrix X and xi is the i-th element of

the vector x. XΩ is the submatrix of X that contains the columns specified in the set Ω and xΩ

is the vector constructed by picking the elements specified in the set Ω. A† is the Penrose-Moore

inverse of the matrix A.
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II. AUD SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the uplink grant-free NOMA systems in which the basestation equipped with a

single antenna receives information from multiple machine-type devices with a single antenna1 In

particular, we consider the overloaded scenario where the number of devices N in a cell is larger

than the number of frequency resources m (m < N ). Since each device can transmit packets

freely without scheduling, the basestation should identify active devices transmitting packets.

Active devices transmit both pilot and data symbols after the spreading with the device specific

(non-orthogonal) sequences2 (see Fig. 2). Specifically, the bitstream is mapped to the symbol si

and then converted to the spreading vector qi = cisi using the device specific codeword ci.

In this work, we employ the low-density signature (LDS) sequence where the codeword of a

device contains lots of zeros [19]. Due to the sparse nature of a codeword, each symbol is spread

into only a small number of resources, resulting in the reduction of the interuser interference.

For example, the LDS codebook C(4,6) when 6 devices transmit information using 4 resources

is

C(4,6) =



0 w0 w1 0 w2 0

w0 0 w2 0 0 w1

0 w1 0 w2 0 w0

w2 0 0 w1 w0 0


, (1)

where wj is the non-zero element of the codeword [19].

1Extension of the system model to the multi-antenna model is straightforward (see Section V. B).

2Basically, there are two types of sequence selection approaches in grant-free NOMA: 1) random sequence selection and 2)

preconfigured sequence selection. In the random sequence selection, collision event can occur since users select a sequence

randomly. Whereas, in the preconfigured sequence selection, the basestation assigns sequence to the mobile device via the

random access procedure so that the collisions caused by the duplicated sequences can be prevented. In this work, we use the

preconfigured sequence selection.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed D-AUD scheme.

Let si be the transmit symbol for the i-th device, then the observation vector y at the basestation

is given by

y =
N∑
i=1

diag(ci)hisi + v (2)

= Cq + v, (3)

where ci = [ci,1 · · · ci,m]T is the LDS codeword vector for the i-th device, hi = [hi,1 · · · hi,m]T

is the channel vector between the i-th device and the basestation, v ∼ CN (0, σ2I) is the complex

Gaussian noise vector, C = [diag(c1) · · · diag(cN)] is the codebook matrix of all devices in

a cell, and q =
[
qT1 · · · qTN

]T
=
[
(s1h1)T · · · (sNhN)T

]T is the composite of symbol and

channel vectors. It is worth pointing out that qi contains the (frequency-domain) channel vector

hi. Since only a few devices are active at a given time, the vector q can be readily modeled as

a sparse vector.
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In performing the AUD, we use multiple, say Nd, data measurements. Let ỹ =
[ (

y(1)
)T · · ·(

y(Nd)
)T ]T be the stacked vector of the Nd measurements, then

ỹ =



C(1) 0 · · · 0

0 C(2) · · · 0

...
... . . . ...

0 0 · · · C(Nd)





q(1)

q(2)

...

q(Nd)


+



v(1)

v(2)

...

v(Nd)


, (4)

where C(t) =
[
diag(c

(t)
1 ) · · · diag(c

(t)
N )
]

and q(t) =
[
(s

(t)
1 h

(t)
1 )T · · · (s

(t)
N h

(t)
N )T

]T
is the vector

whose element is the composite of the channel vector and data symbol. Since the indices of

active devices are the same for all q(t), the supports3 of q(t) for t = 1, . . . , Nd will also be the

same (i.e., supp(q(1)) = supp(q(2)) = · · · ). In order to identify the active device, therefore, it

would be better to re-arrange the system model based on the index of devices. To this end, we

use a device activity indicator δi where δi = 1 for the active device and δi = 0 for the rest

(inactive device). Using the device activity indicator, the received vector ỹ can be expressed as

ỹ =

[
Φ1 · · · ΦN

]
δ1x1

...

δNxN

+


v(1)

...

v(Nd)

 = Φx + v, (5)

where xi =
[
(s

(1)
i h

(1)
i )T · · · (s

(Nd)
i h

(Nd)
i )T

]T
and Φi =

[
diag(c

(1)
i ) · · · diag(c

(Nd)
i )

]
are the re-

arranged sparse vector and codebook matrix for the i-th device, respectively, Φ =

[
Φ1 · · · ΦN

]
,

and x = [δ1x
T
1 · · · δNxTN ]T .

Since a small number of devices (say k devices) are active, the stacked sparse vector x has k

nonzero blocks, which implies that the received vector ỹ = Φx+v can be expressed as a linear

combination of k submatrices of Φ1, · · · ,ΦN perturbed by the noise. Note that Φ is available

at the basestation since all entries of the codebook matrix C are known in advance. In light of

3If s = [0 1 0 0 1 0], then the support of s is supp(s) = {2, 5}.
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this, main task of the basestation is to identify the submatrices Φi in Φ participating in ỹ. For

example, if the second and fifth devices are active (i.e., Ω = {2, 5}), then Φ2 and Φ5 participate

in ỹ. Note that this setup is standard in the compressed sensing [11]. The corresponding AUD

problem can be formulated as the support identification problem as

Ω̃ = arg min
|Ω|=k

1

2
‖ỹ −ΦΩxΩ‖2

2 . (6)

In solving (6), greedy sparse recovery algorithm such as block orthogonal matching pursuit

(BOMP) [11] and block compressive sampling matching pursuit (B-CoSaMP) [20] can be used.

In each iteration, greedy sparse recovery algorithm identifies one submatrix of Φ at a time using

a greedy strategy. In j-th iteration, for example, a submatrix Φl of Φ that is maximally correlated

with the residual vector rj−1 is chosen. An index of the nonzero submatrix of Φ chosen at j-th

iteration is

ωj = arg max
l=1,··· ,N

∥∥ΦH
l rj−1

∥∥2

2
, (7)

where rj−1 = y −ΦΩj−1x̂j−1 is the j-th residual vector and x̂j−1 = Φ†
Ωj−1y is the estimate of

x at (j − 1)-th iteration. One can easily see that the support identification performance depends

heavily on the correlation between the residual r(·) and sensing matrix Φ generated from the

codebook matrix C.

After identifying the support Ω, a basestation detects the symbol vector ŝΩ̂ of the active device.

To be specific, by removing the components associated with the non-support elements in (5), the

system model can be converted from the underdetermined system to the overdetermined system

(m > k). For example, if the identified support is Ω = {2, 5}, then the system model in (5)

can be simplified to ỹ = [Φ2 Φ5]

 x2

x5

+ v and thus a conventional technique such as the

linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimator followed by the symbol slicer can be

used for the symbol detection (see Fig. 2).

In real scenarios, this type of CS-based AUD schemes might not be effective for the following
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reasons. First, correlation of codewords increases with the number of devices. Indeed, when we

try to support a large number of devices using small amount of resources, column dimension

of the codebook C would be much larger than the size of measurement vector ỹ, increasing

the underdetermined ratio N
m

of the system. In this case, clearly, the mutual coherence4 of C

will increase sharply, causing a severe degradation of the AUD performance. Second, when the

activity of devices is high (i.e., k is large), required number of iterations of the greedy sparse

recovery algorithm will also increase. Recalling that the residual vector is updated using the

estimated support in each iteration (see (7)), an error caused by the incorrectly chosen support

element will be propagated (this phenomenon is called error propagation), deteriorating the AUD

performance severely. Last but not least, computational complexity and latency of the iterative

algorithm are burdensome in the real-time AUD since the complexity and processing time of

sparse recovery algorithm depend heavily on the number of active devices5. Due to the reasons

mentioned, when the number of active devices is large, the CS-based AUD scheme would not be

an appealing solution. Without doubt, design of new type of AUD scheme robust to the codeword

correlation and high device activity is of great importance for the success of grant-free NOMA

systems in 5G and beyond6.

4The mutual coherence µ (Φ) is defined as the largest magnitude of normalized inner product between two distinct columns

of Φ [11]:

µ (Φ) = max
i6=j

|〈Φi,Φj〉|
‖Φi‖2‖Φj‖2

.

5For example, the computational complexity of BOMP is in the order of m2kN . Therefore, increase in the number of active

devices will directly affect the computational complexity.

6Various NOMA proposals (e.g., power-domain NOMA, LDS-OFDM, and SCMA) have been proposed in 3GPP Rel. 15 [18]

and standardization effort is still underway.
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Fig. 3. Detailed architecture of the proposed D-AUD.

III. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK BASED AUD

As mentioned, main goal of AUD is to identify the nonzero positions of x, not the recovery of

nonzero elements. In this work, we use DNN to achieve the goal. DNN is a feedforward neural

network having multiple hidden units between input and output [21]. By feeding the training data

into the properly designed DNN and using the backpropagation process, we learn the nonlinear

mapping g between the input (i.e., received signal vector ỹ) and the support of x. The resulting

support identification problem of the proposed D-AUD can be expressed as

Ω̂ = g(ỹ; Θ), (8)

where ỹ is the input vector and Θ is the set of weights and biases of D-AUD network.
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A. D-AUD Architecture

The primary task of the D-AUD is to find out g parameterized by Θ given ỹ, closest to the opti-

mal mapping function g∗. Fig. 3 depicts the structure of the proposed D-AUD technique. D-AUD

consists of multiple building blocks including fully-connected (FC) layers, rectified linear unit

(ReLU) layer, dropout layer, and softmax layer with the batch normalization. In the training pro-

cess, we use P training data ỹ(1), · · · , ỹ(P ) in each training iteration. Since ỹ(p) is a complex vec-

tor, we split the real and imaginary parts and use ŷ(p) = [<(ŷ
(p)
1 ) · · · <(ŷ

(p)
m ) =(ŷ

(p)
1 ) · · · =(ŷ

(p)
m )]

as an input vector. The output vector z(p) ∈ Rα×1 of the FC layer can be expressed as7

z(p) = Winŷ(p) + bin, for p = 1, · · · , P, (9)

where Win ∈ Rα×2m is the initial weight and bin ∈ Rα×1 is the initial bias. After the FC

layer, P output vectors are stacked in the mini-batch B =
[
z(1) · · · z(P )

]T and then normalized.

This process is referred to as the batch normalization [22]. In this step, each element z(p)
i

(i = 1, · · · , α) in B is normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. Then, the normalized

element is scaled and shifted by internal parameters. The output z̃(p) of the batch normalization

is expressed as

z̃
(p)
i = β

z(p)
i − µB,i√

σ2
B,i

+ γ, for i = 1, · · · , α, (10)

where µB,i = 1
P

∑P
p=1 z

(p)
i and σ2

B,i = 1
P

∑P
p=1(z

(p)
i −µB,i)

2 are the batch-wise mean and variance,

respectively, β is the scaling parameter, and γ is the shifting parameter. One can see that this

normalization process enforces the input distribution to have the fixed means and variances.

When the variation of input data is large, it is difficult to extract internal features (e.g., block

sparse structure and codebook structure) from the input data. Indeed, since mobile devices in

7α is a hyper-parameter representing the width of hidden layers. In general, when α is large, the training performance becomes

high due to the large learning capacity. We will more discuss α in Section V.
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Fig. 4. Description of the ReLU layer.

different wireless geometries transmit the data in grant-free NOMA scenario, variation in ỹ is

typically very large. Using the batch normalization, therefore, D-AUD can handle the variation

of inputs caused by the different channel state and noise level.

After the batch normalization, the output vector z̃ passes through the multiple hidden layers8.

Each hidden layer consists of the FC layer, batch normalization layer, ReLU layer, dropout layer

with a residual connection9 (see Fig. 3). The output of the l-th FC layer z̄[l] is given by

z̄[l] = W[l]

(
z̃ +

l−1∑
i=1

ž[i]

)
+ b[l], (11)

where W[l] ∈ Rα×α and b[l] ∈ Rα×1 are the weight and bias in the l-th FC layer, respectively and

ž[i] = f
(
β[i]
(
W[i]

(
z̃ +

∑i−1
j=1 ž[j]

)
+ b[i] − µ[i]

)
� σ[i] + γ[i]

)
� d[i] is the output of the i-th

8In the sequel, we omit the training data index p for notational simplicity.

9The key feature of residual connection is to put the direct identity (shortcut) connection between the stacked hidden layers.

To be specific, denoting the input x and the desired underlying mapping as H(x), the multiple hidden layers are fit to the

residual mapping F (x) = H(x)− x, not H(x) directly. Since the input vector is directly linked to the output of hidden layer,

the information (feature) can be delivered across the hidden layers without distortion and attenuation. Hence, we can achieve a

reduction in the training error.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Dropout neural network model: (a) A standard neural network consists of three hidden layers. All hidden units in

hidden layers are activated. (b) After applying the dropout, the activated hidden units are dropped out randomly.

dropout layer (we will say more about this in the next page)10. Then, the batch normalization is

performed to reduce the variation of z̄[l]. After that, a nonlinear activation function is applied to

z̃[l] to determine whether the information (z̃
[l]
1 , · · · , z̃

[l]
α ) generated by the hidden unit is activated

(delivered to the next layer) or not (see Fig. 4) [23]. To this end, an activation function such as

the sigmoid function or ReLU function can be used and thus

ẑ[l] = f(z̃[l]). (12)

Since the proposed scheme learns the mapping between ỹ and the support Ω, an estimate of

the support Ω̂ would be strongly affected by the activation patterns, presumably on/off patterns,

of hidden units. When the sensing matrix Φ is less correlated (i.e., the mutual coherence of the

sensing matrix Φ is low), ỹ can be expressed as a linear combination of less correlated columns

of ΦΩ, and thus the identification of Ω from ỹ would be relatively easy and straightforward.

Whereas, when the sensing matrix Φ is highly correlated, mapping between ỹ and Ω might

not be clear and can be easily confused in the presence of randomly distributed perturbations

(e.g., channel estimation error, inter-user interference, and noise). Suppose two columns of Φ

10µ[i] = [ 1
P

∑P
p=1 z̄

(p)
1 , · · · , 1

P

∑P
p=1 z̄

(p)
α ]T and σ[i] =

[√
1
P

∑P
p=1(z̄

(p)
1 − µ[i]

1 )2, · · · ,
√

1
P

∑P
p=1(z̄

(p)
α − µ[i]

α )2
]T

.
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are strongly correlated and only one of these is associated with the support, then it might not be

easy to distinguish a correct support element from an incorrect one. For example, if Ω1 = {1, 8}

and Ω2 = {2, 6} and |〈Φ1,Φ2〉| ≈ 1 and |〈Φ8,Φ6〉| ≈ 1, then the activation patterns of hidden

units for Ω1 and Ω2 would be quite similar, ending up having incorrect support identification

even in the presence of a small perturbation. In order to reduce this type of mistake, we use the

dropout layer where the activated hidden units are dropped out randomly (see Fig. 5) [24]. By

removing incoming and outgoing connections of the dropped units, similarity (ambiguity) of the

activation patterns among correlated supports can be better resolved, which implies that D-AUD

can identify the support accurately (see the illustration in Fig. 6).

Let d[l] be the dropout vector, then the i-th element d[l]
i of d[l] and the final output of the l-th

hidden layer are

d
[l]
i ∼ Bern(Pdrop) (13)

ž[l] = d[l] � ẑ[l] (14)

where Bern(Pdrop) is a Bernoulli random variable which takes the value 0 with the dropout

probability Pdrop and 1 with the probability 1−Pdrop. For example, if the second and fifth hidden

units are dropped out, then d[l] = [1 0 1 1 0 1 · · · 1] and hence ž[l]
2 and ž[l]

5 are 0.

After passing through the L hidden layers, the output FC layer produces N output values

whose dimension is matched with the number of total users. The output vector zout is given by

zout = Wout

(
z̃ +

L∑
i=1

ž[i]

)
+ bout, (15)

where Wout ∈ RN×α and bout ∈ RN×1 are the corresponding weight and bias, respectively.

Then, the softmax layer maps N output values into N probabilities (p̂1, · · · , p̂N ) representing

the likelihood of being the true support element. The i-th probability p̂i is given by

p̂i =
ez
out
i

N∑
j=1

ez
out
j

, for i = 1, · · · , N. (16)
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Fig. 6. Examples of activation patterns corresponding to the strongly correlated supports Ω1 and Ω2. Using the dropout layer,

the randomly chosen hidden units are dropped out and the activation patterns for Ω1 and Ω2 can be better resolved.

Finally, an estimate of the support Ω̂ is obtained by taking k elements having the largest

probabilities:

Ω̂ = arg max
|Ω|=k

∑
i∈Ω

p̂i. (17)

B. D-AUD Training

In the training phase, we use the training set to find out the network parameter set Θ∗

minimizing the loss function J(Θ) (i.e., Θ∗ = arg minΘ J(Θ)). When the loss function J(Θ) is

differentiable, network parameters can be updated by the gradient descent method in each training

iteration. Specifically, parameters in the j-th training iteration Θj are updated simultaneously in

the direction of the steepest descent as

Θj = Θj−1 − η∇ΘJ(Θ), (18)

where ∇ΘJ(Θ) is the gradient of J(Θ) with respect to Θ and η is the learning rate determining

the step size.

Recalling that the final output of the D-AUD scheme is the N -dimensional vector p̂ whose

element represents the probability of being the support element, p̂ = [p̂1, · · · , p̂N ] needs to be
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Fig. 7. Description of the ensemble network: (a) training phase for independent D-AUD scheme with different training set and

(b) emsembling test phase using the independently trained D-AUD schemes.

compared against the true probability p in the loss function calculation. Since k active users are

assumed to be equiprobable, we set the true probability as pi = 1
k

for i ∈ Ω and pi = 0 for the

rest. For example, when the second and fourth devices are active (i.e. k = 2 and Ω = {2, 4}),

p2 = p4 = 1
2

and pi = 0, i /∈ {2, 4}. In the generation of the loss function, we use the cross

entropy loss J(p, p̂) defined as 11

J(p, p̂) = −
N∑
i=1

pi log p̂i = −1

k

k∑
j=1

log p̂ωj , (20)

where ωj ∈ Ω. In order to minimize (20),
∑k

j=1 log p̂ωj should be maximized. Since the sum

of softmax output values is 1 (i.e.,
∑

i p̂i = 1), the maximum can be achieved when p̂ωj = 1
k
,

which is the desired training result.

11Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence can be also used for the loss function. Using the KL divergence loss DKL(p ‖ p̂), we

have

DKL(p ‖ p̂) =

N∑
i=1

pi log
pi
p̂i

= −
N∑
i=1

pi log p̂i +

N∑
i=1

pi log pi = J(p, p̂) +

k∑
j=1

pωj log pωj = J(p, p̂)− log k. (19)

Since log k is a constant, to minimize the cross entropy loss J(p, p̂) is essentially the same as to minimize the KL divergence

loss. The regression loss function (e.g., mean square error (MSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE)), however, might not be

suitable for the D-AUD training since it is used for estimating a specific value.
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One potential problem occurring in the training of DNN is the overfitting. By overfitting,

we mean that the designed D-AUD is so closely fitted to the training set and thus it does not

make reasonable prediction for newly observed data. Indeed, when a user not participated in

the training process transmits a packet, the overfitted neural network might fail to detect this

user. In order to address this issue, we use multiple independently trained networks in the output

generation. In this scheme, called ensemble technique [25], multiple, say E, D-AUD networks

are trained independently with the different training sets (St1 , · · · , StE ) and initial parameters

(Θin1 , · · · ,ΘinE ) (see Fig. 7). Thus, from the same set of measurements, E independent output

probabilities (p̂(1), · · · , p̂(E)) are generated. By averaging out these probabilities, we obtain the

ensemble probability pens as

pens =
1

E

E∑
j=1

p̂(j). (21)

Finally, an estimate of the support is obtained by picking indices of k largest values in pens.

One can observe that the ensemble technique is conceptually analogous to the receiver diversity

technique in wireless communication systems in the sense that it is done in basestation side

and also does not require additional wireless resources (e.g., frequency, time, and transmission

energy) in the mobile side.

C. Comments on Complexity

In this subsection, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed D-AUD scheme.

In our analysis, we measure the complexity in terms of the number of floating point operations

(flops). Initially, in the FC layer, the input vector ŷ ∈ R2m×1 is multiplied by the initial weight

Win ∈ Rα×2m and the bias bin ∈ Rα×1 is added (see (9)). The complexity of the initial FC

layer Cin is

Cin = (4m− 1)α + α = 4mα. (22)
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Since the element-wise scalar multiplication and addition are performed twice in the batch

normalization process (see (10)), the complexity CBN of batch normalization is simply

CBN = 4α. (23)

Next, in the hidden layer, an input vector is multiplied by the weight W[l] ∈ Rα×α and then

the bias b[l] ∈ Rα×1 is added (see (11)). After the batch normalization (4α flops), we test whether

the value is larger than 0 or not for each element using the ReLU function. The dropout vector

d[l] is multiplied to ẑ[l] (see (14)) and then an output vector of the previous hidden layer is added

to the output of the dropout layer for the residual connection. Therefore, the complexity Chide

of L hidden layers can be expressed as

Chide = L {(2α− 1)α + α + 4α + α + α + α} = 2Lα2 + 7Lα. (24)

After passing through L hidden layers, the weight multiplication and bias addition are performed

in the output FC layer (see (15)). Since Wout ∈ RN×α and bout ∈ RN , the complexity Cout of

the output FC layer is

Cout = (2α− 1)N +N = 2αN. (25)

Next, the softmax operation consisting of exponential computation (N flops), summation (N−1

flops), and division (N flops) is performed (see (16)). The resulting computational complexity

of the softmax operation is

Csoftmax = 3N − 1. (26)

Finally, the complexity Csort of taking k largest probabilities in p (see in (17)) is [26]

Csort = kN − k(k + 1)

2
. (27)

From (22) to (27), the complexity CD−AUD of D-AUD is summarized as

CD−AUD = Cin + CBN + Chide + Cout + Csoftmax + Csort (28)

= 2Lα2 + (4m+ 7L+ 2N + 4)α + (k + 3)N − k(k + 1)

2
− 1. (29)
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY (N = 80,m = 40, α = 500, L = 6)

the number of floating point operations (flops)
Complexity for various sparsity

k=6 k=8 k=10

D-AUD 2Lα2 + (4m+ 7L+ 2N + 4)α+ (k + 3)N − k(k+1)
2
− 1 4.99× 106 5.59× 106 6.19× 106

+2m+ k
(
14
3
m3 +m2 −m

)
MMSE-BOMP 2km2N − k + 2km+ k(k+1)

2

(
14
3
m3 + 3m2 −m

)
+ k(k + 1)m2 7.91× 106 1.30× 107 1.92× 107

LS-BOMP 2km2N + k4+6k3+7k2+2k
12

m3 + k(k + 1)m2 − k 1.68× 107 4.29× 107 9.19× 107

In Table I, we compare the complexities of D-AUD, MMSE-BOMP, and LS-BOMP (see

Appendix A for the detailed complexity derivation). For fair comparison, in the D-AUD, we add

the complexity of the MMSE estimation CMMSE = 2m + k
(

14
3
m3 +m2 −m

)
for the signal

detection. In order to examine the overall behavior, we compute the required flops for various

sparsity levels (k = 6, 8, 10). We observe that the complexity of D-AUD is much smaller than

that of conventional approaches. For example, when k = 8, the complexity of the D-AUD is

57% and 87% lower than those of MMSE-based BOMP and LS-based BOMP, respectively.

It is worth mentioning that the complexity of D-AUD depends heavily on the DNN network

parameters (L and α), not the system parameters (k and N ). For instance, when k increases

from 6 to 10, the computational complexity of D-AUD changes slightly but that of LS-BOMP

increases significantly. Thus, in the practical NOMA-based environment where the numbers of

total users and active users (e.g., N = 100 and k = 10) are large, the D-AUD scheme can

achieve a significant reduction in complexity.

IV. PRACTICAL ISSUES FOR D-AUD IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we go over two major issues when applying the D-AUD scheme in the practical

scenarios. We first discuss the training data collection issue. This issue is crucial since the uplink

traffics are usually unpredictable and sporadic so that it takes quite a bit of time and effort to
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Fig. 8. Validation loss Jv(Θ) for various number of training samples Ntrain (k = 4 and m = 70).

collect the training data. We next discuss a sparsity estimation issue. In order to perform the

symbol detection and decoding, the basestation should know the sparsity (number of active

devices) in advance.

A. Training Data Collection

In order to learn the optimal mapping function g∗ between the received signal and support,

sufficient amount of training data is required. In Fig. 8, we plot the validation loss Jv(Θ) as a

function of the training iteration for various sizes of training dataset. We see that when the number

of training dataset is not enough, the deep neural network does not converge, causing a failure in

the D-AUD training. In acquiring the dataset, it would be natural to use the real received signals,

but it requires too many training data transmissions. For example, when collecting one million

received signals in LTE systems, it will take around 30 minutes (1 ms subframe consisting of

14 symbols). This time will further increase in proportion to the number of ensemble networks.

Therefore, this type of data collection is by no means practical in terms of energy consumption,
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latency, and resource utilization efficiency.

In order to reduce the overhead associated with the training data transmission, we use syn-

thetically generated signals as the training data set at basestation. One might concern that the

synthetically generated signal is different from the actual transmitted signal since the channel

depends heavily on the environmental factors such as frequency band, mobility, and geometric

objects. Fortunately, we can circumvent this issue since the AUD process is essentially the same

as the support identification and all channel components are contained in an input sparse vector

x, not the system matrix Φ (see (5)). Thus, the D-AUD scheme only needs to learn the codebook

matrix Φ (which is known a priori), not the individual channel states, which will ease the training

process significantly. Indeed, what we need to do in the training phase is to artificially generate

the received vector in (5). In doing so, time and effort to collect huge training data can be saved

and at the same time the training process can be done offline.

Since the training operation of D-AUD is performed offline using the synthetically generated

data, we train multiple D-AUD networks for various settings in terms of the number of total

users and the number of active users. From this process, we can obtain the internal parameters

(e.g., weight and bias) for each scenario. When applying the D-AUD to the actual transmission,

we thus use the pre-trained network corresponding to the system environment. Even though the

system environment will vary, as long as we have a trained model matching to the environment,

re-training process is unnecessary. For example, we train two D-AUD schemes for two different

number of total users (N = 50, and 100). In the test phase, when N changes from 30 to 80,

what we need to do is to change the trained model for N = 50 to that for N = 100.

B. Sparsity Estimation

In the grant-free transmission, devices can transmit the data without the granting process so

that the basestation needs to be aware of the sparsity to perform the AUD. Since the sparsity

is used as the number of iterations in many sparse recovery algorithms, incorrect sparsity leads
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Algorithm 1. Sparsity estimation in the proposed D-AUD scheme
Input: the received signal ŷ ∈ R2m×1, the trained threshold τ ∈ R, the maximal sparsity K ∈ R

Output: the estimated sparsity k̂, the estimated support Ω̂

Initialization: l = 0, Γ = {1, · · · , N}

1: while l ≤ K and l 6= |Γ| do

2: l = l + 1

3: Obtain p̂(l) by passing ŷ into the D-AUD network trained for sparsity level l

4: p̂
(l)
max = max

i
p̂

(l)
i

5: Γ =

{
i ∈ {1, · · · , N}

∣∣∣ p̂
(l)
i

p̂
(l)
max

≥ τ

}
6: end while

7: k̂ = l

8: Ω̂ = Γ

Return: k̂, Ω̂

to either miss detection (early termination) or false alarm (late termination). In the former case,

some of active devices cannot be identified while inactive devices can be chosen as active devices

for the latter case. Therefore, the sparsity estimation error degrades the support identification

quality substantially12.

In the proposed D-AUD scheme, instead of using an iterative support identification, k support

elements are chosen from the softmax output (see (17)). Thus, in contrast to the conventional

sparse recovery algorithms, a separate sparsity estimation process is unnecessary. One simple

option to choose the support is to take the indices of the softmax output values being larger than

12As a sparsity estimation strategy, the residual-based stopping criterion is widely used [24]. In this scheme, basically, an

algorithm is terminated when the residual power ‖r‖2 is smaller than the pre-specified threshold ε (i.e., ‖r‖2 < ε) and the iteration

number at the termination point is set to the sparsity level. However, since the residual magnitude decreases monotonically and

the rate of decay depends on the system parameters, it might not be easy to figure out an accurate terminating point.
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the threshold τ . Benefit of this approach is that τ can be readily chosen in the training phase

since the support Ω and sparsity k of training data are already available. When determining τ ,

we use both softmax output p̂ and sparsity k of training data. Specifically, in the training phase,

we obtain the softmax values p̂ω1 , · · · , p̂ωk for ωi ∈ Ω. Note that these values would be close to

1
k

since the D-AUD is trained to generate the true probability pωi = 1
k
. In order to remove the

effect of k, meaning that τ is set to be independent of k, we scale p̂ω1 , · · · , p̂ωk by k and then

set the minimum value to τ (i.e., τ = min
i
kp̂ωi). In doing so, in the test phase, we can identify

the support without the knowledge of the sparsity k. To be specific, by using multiple D-AUD

networks for K sparsity levels, we obtain K softmax output vectors p̂(l) = [p̂
(l)
1 , · · · , p̂

(l)
N ] for

l = 1, · · · , K. Then, we take indices satisfying p̂
(l)
i

p̂
(l)
max
≥ τ for i = 1, · · · , N where p̂(l)

max = max
i

p̂
(l)
i

is the maximal value of p̂(l). If the number of the chosen indices is the same as l, then we find

out the estimated sparsity k̂ = l and the estimated support Ω̂. The proposed sparsity estimation

in the D-AUD scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.

V. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Setup

In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed D-AUD scheme. Our simulation

setup is based on the grant-free NOMA transmission in the orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (OFDM) systems specified in the 3GPP NR Rel.16 [18]. Specifically, we use 100

users (N = 100) and 70 subcarriers (m = 70) in each transmission so that the overloading

factor is 143%. As a channel model, the pathloss component γi between the i-th device and the

basestation is modeled as γi = 128.1 + 37.6 log10(di) [dB scale] where di is the distance (in km)

between the i-th device and the base station [27] and independent Rayleigh fading coefficient

is used for each device [28]. The noise spectral density and transmission bandwidth are set to

-170 dBm/Hz and 1 MHz, respectively. For comparison, we examine the performance of the

conventional LS-BOMP [11], MMSE-BOMP [29], and approximate message passing (AMP)
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Fig. 9. Psucc as a function of SNR (N = 100, k = 4, Nd = 7,m = 70).

algorithm [30]. When generating nonzero values in the LDS codebook, we use an i.i.i. Gaussian

random variable. Length of the LDS codeword S is set to 10 (S = 10).

In order to guarantee the model stability of the D-AUD scheme, we use K-fold cross validation

in the training phase. In the K-fold cross validation, total samples are randomly partitioned into

K equal-sized sets. Among K partitioned sets, a single set is used for the model testing, and

the remaining K− 1 sets are used for the D-AUD training. Then, this process is repeated K− 1

times for the remaining sets. In our simulations, we generate 107 samples and set K = 10.

When selecting the hyperparameters, we use the cross-validation technique (see Fig. 12). In our

simulations, we use an Adam optimizer, well-known optimization tool to guarantee the robustness

of learning process [31]. As an activation function in hidden layers, we used ReLU function (i.e.,

fReLU(x) = max(0, x)). Also, we set L = 6 (the number of hidden layers), α = 1000 (the width

of hidden layer), Pdrop = 0.1 (dropout probability), η = 5×10−4 (learning rate), and E = 3 (the

number of ensemble networks). As a performance metric, we use the success probability Psucc
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which corresponds to the percentage of the detected users among all active users.

B. Simulation Results

In Fig. 9, we evaluate Psucc of the proposed D-AUD scheme and competing AUD schemes

as a function of SNR. We observe that D-AUD outperforms the conventional schemes for all

SNR regime. Since D-AUD learns the mapping between the received signal ỹ and the support

Ω, an estimate of support Ω̂ can be determined only by the input data ỹ. This means that the

whole AUD process can be handled by a simple end-to-end mapping in D-AUD. For example,

we observe that D-AUD achieves around 6 dB gain over the MMSE-BOMP at Psucc = 0.9.

In Fig. 10, we investigate Psucc for various overloading factors. We can clearly see that D-AUD

outperforms the conventional AUD approaches by a large margin. For example, in case of 125%

overloading, D-AUD achieves around 4 dB gain over the MMSE-BOMP at Psucc = 0.9. We

also observe that the AUD performance of D-AUD is robust to the overloading factor due to the

decoupling of the correlated activation patterns (see Section III). For instance, in case of 250%
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overloading, D-AUD achieves Psucc = 0.9 at SNR = 17.5 dB. Since there is no such mechanism

for the conventional sparse recovery algorithms, performance of conventional schemes is not

appealing when the overloading factor is high.

In Fig. 11, we plot the Psucc as a function of the number of active devices k. We observe that

D-AUD outperforms conventional schemes across the board. For example, when the number

of active devices is 6 (i.e., k = 6) and SNR = 20 dB, Psucc of D-AUD is 0.9 while those

of the MMSE-BOMP and AMP are 0.65 and 0.55, respectively. Also, we can see that the D-

AUD maintains its robustness even when k increases. When k increases, the mutual correlation

associated with the active devices becomes large, causing a severe degradation of the AUD

performance (see Section II). Since the DNN already learned the correlation feature from the

training dataset, D-AUD can better discriminate the correlated supports in the test phase. For

example, when k increases from 3 to 6, Psucc of the D-AUD decreases marginally from 0.99 to

0.91. However, Psucc of the MMSE-BOMP and LS-BOMP decrease sharply from 0.98 to 0.65
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Fig. 12. An example of hyperparameter tuning process: (a) depth of hidden layers, (b) width of hidden layers, (c) batch size,

(d) dropout probability, (e) optimizer, and (f) activation function

and from 0.95 to 0.19, respectively.

In Fig. 12, we evaluate Psucc for various hyperparameters such as depth and with of hidden

layers, batch size, dropout probability, activation function, and optimizer. From these results,

we can observe the effect of each hyperparameter on the AUD performance. For example, if

the width of the hidden layer is small (e.g., α = 2N case), we expect that the performance

of D-AUD will degrade considerably. Whereas, if the width is larger than 10N , the D-AUD

performance will not be improved further. From this offline tuning process, we can obtain the

best hyperparameters of D-AUD.
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Finally, in order to test the performance of D-AUD scheme in multiple-antenna scenarios13,

we consider the three distinct cases (i.e., number of received antennas is M = 1, 2, and 4). As

shown in Fig. 13, we observe that the performance of D-AUD improves with M . For example,

when M = 4, we observe 8.4 dB gain over the single received antenna scenario (M = 1) at

Psucc = 0.9. Since the active users are detected blindly (without the channel information), the

base station cannot achieve the gain proportional to the number of antennas. Nevertheless, the

multi-antenna gain proportional to the number of antennas (around 2.1 dB gain per antenna) can

be achieved.

13When using M antenna at the base station, the input of the D-AUD scheme will become multiple measurement vectors

ỹ(1), · · · , ỹ(M), not a single measurement vector ỹ. Accordingly, the AUD problem, originally modeled as single measurement

vector (SMV) problem, will be also converted to the multiple measurement vector (MMV) problem. From the equation (5),

we can obtain the MMV model Ỹ = ΦX where Ỹ = [ỹ(1) · · · ỹ(M)] and X = [x(1) · · · x(M)]. Since the supports of

x(1), · · · ,x(M) are common, we can exploit the correlation among them in the recovery process.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel AUD scheme called D-AUD based on the DNN for the

mMTC uplink scenario. Our work is motivated by the observation that CS-based AUD cannot

support the massive number of devices and high device activity scenario in the grant-free NOMA

systems. By applying the training data to the properly designed DNN, the proposed D-AUD

scheme learns the nonlinear mapping between the received signal and support. As long as we

train the deeply stacked hidden layers with a proper loss function, we can detect active devices in

the test phase. We demonstrated from numerical evaluations that the proposed D-AUD scheme

is very effective in the highly-overloaded mMTC scenarios. In this paper, we restricted our

attention to the AUD but we believe that there are many interesting applications of the proposed

approaches such as DoA estimation, mmWave channel estimation, and MIMO detection.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES IN TABLE I

In this appendix, we analyze the computational complexities of LS-BOMP and MMSE-BOMP

in Table I. We first analyze the complexity of LS-BOMP. In the j-th iteration of LS-BOMP, a

submatrix Φl of Φ having the maximum correlation between the residual vector rj−1 is chosen

(see (7)). The corresponding complexity CI is

CI =
k∑
j=1

{(2m− 1)mN + (mN − 1)} = 2km2N − k. (30)

After identifying a support element, a signal vector xj is estimated using the LS estimator (i.e.,

xj =
(
ΦH

Ωj
ΦΩj

)−1

ΦH
Ωj

y). Using the Cholesky decomposition [32], the resulting computational

complexity CLS is approximated as

CLS ≈
k∑
j=1

(m+
jm

3
)j2m2 (31)

=
k4 + 6k3 + 7k2 + 2k

12
m3. (32)
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Finally, the residual vector rj−1 is updated as rj = y −ΦΩj x̂
j . The corresponding complexity

CU is

CU =
k∑
j=1

{(2jm− 1)m+m} = k(k + 1)m2. (33)

From (30) to (33), the complexity CLS−BOMP of LS-BOMP is

CLS−BOMP = CI + CLS + CU (34)

= 2km2N − k +
k4 + 6k3 + 7k2 + 2k

12
m3 + k(k + 1)m2. (35)

Now, we analyze the complexity of MMSE-BOMP. Since the support identification and resid-

ual update of MMSE-BOMP are the same as those of LS-BOMP, the corresponding complexities

(CI and CU) are also the same as LS-BOMP. When estimating the signal values, the MMSE

estimator is used (i.e., xj = ΦH
Ωj

(
ΦΩjΦ

H
Ωj

+ σ2
n

σ2
x
I
)−1

y). By approximating the complexity of

the matrix inversion operation [33], the resulting complexity CMMSE is

CMMSE ≈
k∑
j=1

{
2m+ j

(
14

3
m3 +m2 −m

)}
(36)

= 2km+
k(k + 1)

2

(
14

3
m3 +m2 −m

)
. (37)

The resulting complexity CMMSE−BOMP of MMSE-BOMP is

CMMSE−BOMP = CI + CMMSE + CU (38)

= 2km2N − k + 2km+
k(k + 1)

2

(
14

3
m3 +m2 −m

)
+ k(k + 1)m2 (39)
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